
Bringing style to your interior with  
architectural wall linings.

MLC GROUP

ARCHITECTURAL WALL LININGS



Reflect your  
personality
Bring the natural warmth and texture to your interior with  
MLC Group’s architectural wall linings. Whether you desire  
a modern, linear profile design or something more traditional,  
we have four New Zealand inspired ranges that reflect  
your personality and style.

Ninety Mile featured on counter fascia.



Product detail
Finishes to create your style
MLC Group’s Architectural Wall Linings 
can be pre-primed, pre-stained and 
lacquered, pre-oiled, and uncoated, 
by consultation. 

Environmental credentials
MLC Group’s Architectural Wall Linings 
are manufactured from sustainably 
grown NZ pine. Only FSC certified, 
premium clear grade timber is used, 

providing a stunning end result. FSC 
certification ensures that the timber 
has been harvested from responsibly 
managed forests.

Fire resistant options
When coated with an Intumescent 
coating, MLC Architectural Linings 
achieve a Group 1-S rating that  
complies with the New Zealand  
Building Code C/AS1-C/AS7.

Technical specification

Dimensions: Board dimensions are 90mm in wdith x 18mm in thickness 
and are available in 1.2, 1.8, 2.4, and 2.7 metre lengths.   

Weight: NZ Pine weighs approx 500kg per M3.  
A 2.4 metre board weighs approx 2kg.

Accessories: Optional trim 24x10mm bullnose.  

90mm
18mm

Radius profiles
Greater flexibility in design 
To compliment and enhance 
selected profiles, we have created 
a range of radius profiles that help 
you with curved installations, giving 
you greater design flexibility for your 
project.

24mm10mm



Inspired by New Zealand
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RAGLAN

PROFILES

EGMONT

PROFILES  RADIUS PROFILES

Suggestive of Raglans iconic coastal land and seascape. 
The stacked waves of Ngarunui contrasting with the flat 
calm of Tawatahi inspired this profile with a balanced mix of 
traditional reeded and smooth

The symmetry of this range matches the famous mountain. 
The peak and gullies bring dimension and interest. Creative 
lighting will further add to the visual impact of these profiles. 
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NINETY MILE

PROFILES  RADIUS PROFILE

CASTLEPOINT

PROFILES  RADIUS PROFILES

The spectacular giant dunes at the northern end 
of the beach have inspired this profile. Effort with 
colour and finish will enhance any interior giving a 
stunning effect. 

Capturing the light bringing a strong and defined 
look to your interior. The Castlepoint range is an 
interior designer’s dream. 



E HELLO@MLCGROUP.CO.NZ       P 03 528 1026

Contact your local MLC Group representative for more information.

MLC GROUP

Cover: Castlepoint featured on fireplace wall.

Technical specification

Dimensions: Board dimensions are 90mm in wdith x 18mm in thickness 
and are available in 1.2, 1.8, 2.4, and 2.7 metre lengths.   

Weight: NZ Pine weighs approx 500kg per M3.  
A 2.4 metre board weighs approx 2kg.

Accessories: Optional trim 24x10mm bullnose.  


